Ten Tips for Efficient Government Portfolio Management

1. **Recognize your biggest challenge AND your greatest asset: Data**
   Harnessing siloed information can turn time-consuming tasks into efficient reporting that saves time, costs, and frustration.

2. **Avoid the trap of manually coalescing siloed portfolio data**
   Combing through every data system for your program may be tempting, but it will be expensive and impractical in the long term.

3. **Invest in a robust portfolio management system...**
   A powerful tool capable of bringing all your program data into a single view will pay dividends in efficiency and ease of reporting.

4. **...but know that not all solutions are created equal**
   Thoughtfully identify your must-have data management features and evaluate potential solutions against these requirements.

5. **Identify a solution designed with government programs in mind**
   Solutions like Dashblox Integrated Program Assurance are designed with features tailored to government portfolios.

6. **Lean on industry experts to help with setup and training**
   Don't go it alone when it's time to deploy your solution. Your solution provider should offer assistance for an effective rollout.

7. **Deploy your solution program-wide...**
   To maximize your investment, make sure every data system feeds into your new solution and all key personnel have access.

8. **...and use it consistently**
   Organizations estimate 18-36% increased performance in program schedules, budgets, and goals by using effective portfolio management consistently.

9. **Know that your biggest return will be seen over time**
   Using a robust portfolio management tool for 5 or more years can result in an ROI of 25% or more.

10. **Assess, evaluate, and adjust**
   Regularly assess how your solution is being used, evaluate efficiencies, and make adjustments such as additional training.